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Summary:

The accused were charged with a variety of mainly drug offences. In the police investigation

leading to the charges, 12 production orders were issued pursuant to s. 487.012 of the Criminal

Code. The orders were addressed to three telephone service providers. Each order required the

service provider(s) to produce to a named RCMP officer all incoming and outgoing call details

(telephone records) and text messages for cellular phones identified in the order, for a specified

period of time. The text messages produced by Telus had been recorded by Telus in the routine

operation of the technology. The recording existed prior to the issuance of the production order.

Each accused filed and served a Notice of Constitutional Question seeking declarations that s.

487.012 was of no force or effect as being contrary to s. 8 of the Charter. The applications were

heard together.

The Alberta Court of Queen's Bench held that the production orders were invalid. The Court

declined to answer the constitutional issue, as the applications could be disposed of by applying

the principles of statutory interpretation. "Having concluded that the acquisition of text messages

recorded by telephone service providers in their transmission infrastructure in the course of the

telephone service provider transmitting the text message from the sender to the receiver, even

where the recording was made in the past, is an interception of private communications, and

having concluded that, properly interpreted, s. 487.012 does not permit the authorization of

interceptions of private communications, I find that the production orders in the case which

purported to authorize such interceptions were invalid, and the interceptions of private

communications effected pursuant to them, were, in effect, unauthorized."

Civil Rights - Topic 1646

Property - Search and seizure - Unreasonable search and seizure defined - [See second

Criminal Law - Topic 3012].

Criminal Law - Topic 3012



Special powers - Third party production orders - When available - Section 487.012 of the

Criminal Code provided that the justice or judge must be satisfied, "that there are reasonable

grounds to believe that (a) an offence . . . has been or is suspected to have been committed" -

The accused challenged s. 487.012 on the basis that the standard of belief that a crime had

been committed was too low - The Alberta Court of Queen's Bench stated that the wording of

s. 487.012(3)(a) on that point was "at best, clumsy. ... Arguably the reasonable belief standard

established early in the section is lowered by the use shortly thereafter of the words 'or is

suspected to have been'. Arguably the wording creates a third and very murky level of standard

between reasonable belief and reasonable suspicion - reasonable belief of the existence of a

suspicion. ... [T]he Crown conceded that the confusion created by this clumsy wording should

be resolved by interpreting s. 487.012(3)(a) as requiring that a reasonable belief standard be

met notwithstanding the use of the word 'suspected' towards the end of the provision. This, in

my view, satisfactorily resolves this aspect of the accused's challenge to s. 487.012." - See

paragraphs 11 to 13.

Criminal Law - Topic 3012

Special powers - Third party production orders - When available - Twelve production orders,

addressed to three telephone service providers, were issued pursuant to s. 487.012 of the

Criminal Code - The text messages produced by Telus had been recorded by Telus in the

routine operation of the technology - The recording existed prior to the issuance of the

production orders - The accused raised a constitutional challenge to s. 487.012 as being

contrary to s. 8 of the Charter - The Alberta Court of Queen's Bench, without answering the

constitutional issue, held that the production orders were invalid - Applying the reasoning of

Abella, J., in R. v. TELUS Communications Co. (2013) (S.C.C.), the Court found that the

acquisition of the text messages by the RCMP was an interception of private communications -

See paragraphs 18 to 52 - That result exposed a conflict and inconsistency between s. 487.012

and Part VI of the Code (Invasion of Privacy) - Properly interpreted, s. 487.012 (enacted after

Part VI) did not permit the authorization of interceptions of private communications - The

clear governing principle of Part VI was that private communications should be protected

against interception unless shown to be justified on a very rigorous standard - Read literally,

the general words of s. 487.012 ran counter to that principle and the spirit of it - See

paragraphs 53 to 66.

Criminal Law - Topic 3046

Special powers - Search warrants - Validity of - General - [See second Criminal Law - Topic

3012].

Criminal Law - Topic 5275.1

Evidence and witnesses - Interception of private communications - Access to recordings and

transcripts of intercepted communications (incl. text messages in computer database) - [See

second Criminal Law - Topic 3012].

Criminal Law - Topic 5283.4

Evidence and witnesses - Interception of private communications (incl. video surveillance) -

Authority for - Judicial review - Where Charter breach alleged - [See second Criminal Law -



Topic 3012].

Criminal Law - Topic 5293

Evidence and witnesses - Admissibility of private communications - What constitutes "private

communication" - [See second Criminal Law - Topic 3012].

Statutes - Topic 502

Interpretation - General principles - Intention of Parliament or legislature - [See second

Criminal Law - Topic 3012].

Statutes - Topic 507

Interpretation - General principles - Sensible and not literal interpretation - [See second

Criminal Law - Topic 3012].

Statutes - Topic 1412

Interpretation - Construction where meaning is not plain - General principles - Where sections

of statute in conflict - [See second Criminal Law - Topic 3012].
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Ruling accordingly.
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